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Introduction 

Bioethics is well endowed with numerous divisions-policy and practice, academic 

and clinical , humanities and legal and medical-most of which reflect, in one way or another, 

core questions of disciplinary expertise and authority. In the field of clinical ethics, such 

divisions often serve as the underlying source for periodic eruptions in the literature. For 

instance, there are the debates about whether an "ethicist" is a sort of 'expert' with special 

knowledge in which it is this knowledge that is to provide the basis for making "moral 

judgments" about what is right or wrong [7; 15; 17; 19; 21 ; 26]. Likewise , there are the 

on-going questions about the proper aim of ethics consultation itself [1 ; 2; 3; 8; 11; 12; 16], in 

which debate revolves around whether it is primarily, if not on句， to ensure appropriate 

intellectual structuring of the variety of moral positions and principles that might be pe同inent to 

any specific case or, as Meyers notes, “it is 81so about understanding how those abstractions 

reside within a social framewo阱， how psychology and institutional politics motivate ethical 

conflicts , and how e仟ective communication and mediation are critical to finding resolution to 

such conf1 icts" [10: 64]. In view of both the breadth of these debates and the underlying sets 

of commitments and agendas therein , no one should be surprised when confronted with the 

acc口mpanying wide spectrum of positions regarding the conduct and content of clinical ethics 

consultation in the United States and Europe and across the globe 

Among the global spectrum of positions, however, the practical assumption 
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appears to be that, as a social practice within the same social world as medicine, clinical ethi岱

provides a means to examine, articulate, and respond to those possible meanings most 

prominently evoked within specific clinical circumstances [4: 27-28; 9: 20; 18: 126-127). This 

practice, moreover, involves identifying the problems perceived by those individuals 

confronted with a clinical decision, and often entails gathering the viewpoints of many di仟'erent

pa仕icipants included in that decision [23]. The need to gather and consider the viewpoints of 

di何'erent participants can readily be appreciated when one takes into consideration that clinical 

medicine is hardly ever merely a matter of one physician treating one patient. In fact, clinical 

practice includes other health professionals (nurses, consultants, social worke悶， and others) ; 

it also is done within certain types of social instituti口的 (hospitals ， clinics, partnershi帥， and the 

like), which present their own sort of moral complexity and variety. Beyond these, clinical 

medicine is nowadays conducted within a highly complex network of nules, govemmental 

regulations, professional standards, and the like which, again, present special issues for that 

practice and its moral assessment [22: 19-20] 

The idea, then, is that morallife in clinical practices is not some sort of philosophical 

dimension beyond or separate from those interactions shared by various pa吋cipants. To the 

contrary, moral and normative elements are enmeshed in clinical practices, with the result that 

' clinical ethics" does not refer to some detachable set of theoretical attitudes 口r understanding 

within it. What this means is that recognizing and articulating ethi臼 issues in clinical 

situations is complex, due in part to the many conceptual and practical commitments 

embedded in the languages, attitudes, and conventions specific to clinical situations and 

medical institutions. Ethicists need to be equipped with what Walker calls 'a broad cultural and 

philosophical understandin9 of morality as livin9 social medium" [20: 137], because the 

prevalent moral norms in clin ical practices, as well as the multiple layers and kinds of 

relationships between diverse individuals with diverse backgrounds, can and do prompt 

legitimate concems about ethics in clinical situations. Moreover, understanding clinical 

encounters means understanding the concems of patients and their families, not 口nly th 
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conscientious person" [1 日 80) - Of course, that balancing act raises a persistent issue for 

those who engage in ethics consultation: how can we discern if we are of help, and who is it 

we are "helping," since to continue acting in a particular situation is to preserve the 

presumption that we are of help_ Can we, in other words, discern whether we are of help 

while in the middle of a situation? How this concern is addressed, moreover, ref1ects 

deep-seated commitments regarding the meaning of responsibility in c1inical ethics practice 

~1. Wherein does “help" reside? 

In c1inical ethics practice, in order for an ethics consultant to actual1y help others 

become more aware of their own moral views, that consultant needs to pay close attention to 

the actual , c1inical circumstances of the situation, how what is perceived as a “problem" has 

come about, and how the specific circumstances are understood by those individuals whose 
23 

situation it is:
J 

Otherwise, precisely those factors of the c1inical situation which both create 

problems and suggest possible resolutions could be missed 

For example, consider the fo l1owing statement: "By helping to identify what needs 

specific notice and attention within the gradual1y unfolding moral perspectives of the primary 

decision-makers in a particular situation, ethics consultants a吐empt to pick out key options, 

and points of decision, and subsequent1y attempt to help others to envision the options and 

outcomes in the light of those others' own concerns and values-" Questions immediately 

arise regarding the ways c1inical practitioners might consider, even evaluate, that claim 

Does "helping to identify what needs specific notice and attention" make any sense in those 

actual c1inical conversations in which c1 inicians find themselves? Perhaps_ Or, is it m口re

likely that these statements point to other commitmen泊， like th口se moments when c1inicians, 

by quietly listening ， 甘y to figure out a way to continue the conversation with someone facing a 

difficult situation or choice? Possibly 

By asking things this way, it may seem that typical understandings concerning what 

can be general1y said about ethics consultation is being implicit1y endorsed_ However, the 

actual sense of meaning is rather being directed to everyday occurrences, because it is under 

the general inf1uence of precisely these kinds of question that clinical ethicists conduct 

conversations_ Ethicists work to discover what is most worthwhi悟， inc1uding personal values, 

religious values, symbolic values, and emotional values_ In that way, ethics consultants 

a吐empt to enable the other participants 10 fìnd out, first, what their deepest values are; and 

second , whether these values can be sustained in the aftermath of decisions (25)- Especial1y 

for a fami1y and their intimate advisors, as wel1 as for the physicians, nurses, and others 

participating in a clinical situation, the focus of these conversations is aimed at the patient's 

possible futures that are directly affected by each of their actions [22: 56) 

There is also this: regardless of how sincerely an ethics consultant may wish to 

"help" someone, it's not only that he or she may, in that very act, 'cause harm', but even more 
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the point is that in the middle of those activities involved- when actually talking, listeni呵，

questioning, responding, and so on-an ethics consultant is likely as not to be unable to tell 

whether he 口r she is “helping" or “harming", and furthermore, may never be able to determine 

the actual extent to which one has done the one or the other 

Clearly, these matters are keenly complicated, multi-faceted, and resistant to 

simple solutions. For example, simply complying with a pe店。n 's wish, for instance, their 

explicit desire to have a ventilator removed, no matter how eamestly expressed , does not 

necessarily guarantee that in performing the action for which they wish, we will then be 

'helping', since we must acknowledge that this person may not know 'what's good for him' 

Equally to the point, pe而aps， is that even in the real time, so to speak, of engaging 

in the conversations and interactions which typically characterize ethics consultation, just how 

will those leading ethics consultation tell whether what they are identifying in others' statements 

about ethics, meaning, religion, values, and so on, is merely a momentary adherence, or 

perhaps a kind of posing, pu社mg a 冶ood face" fo附a肘 ， or to the contrary, expressive of deeply 

held , enduring and unquestionable values and projects, and thus, necessary to understand in 

order to establish what might be beneficial or harmful to all those other persons involved in the 

ethics consultation? Moreover, does it ma吐er， actually, just where an ethics consultant's own 

appraisals come to rest along that range or spectrum of possible responses? And, if it do臼
matter, in what ways-and by what methods一-could or should ethics consultants identify and 

ascertain the evidence to suppo吋c1aims to benefit or haπ啊?

~2. The import of “clinical" in “clinical ethics" 

There are many reasons why the above problematics matters, particularly the general 

sense of that commitrnent to discover what is at stake for all involved in ethics 

consultation-inc1uding the 屯。nsultant. " This sense of commitrnent informs important 

features of ethical significance when engaged in the activities of ethics consultation 

Furthermore, from 的at basis of working to discover the ethical significance of each 

situation for its own sake, if an ethics consultant participates in c1 inical deliberations and 

actions, it seems likewise clear that those activities continually provide occasions for reflection 

on the ethics consultant's own reasoning and actions. The combined questions of whether, 

how, and when the ethics consultant engages in such reflection thus create one of the central 

ethical issues confronting that consultant - ' ethical" since to decide and then engage in 

reflection typically assumes that such reflection is beneficial 

If ethics consultation is to remain faithful to those moral features found in the 

complex layering of contexts, values, decisions, and persons found in each clinical 

encounter-by which the role of ethics consultation purports to be both directed and 

concerned-then the ethics consultant must explicitly explore what is implicit in those acid 

contingencies of time and circumstance that etch the reality of illness, grief, and mourning 
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upon the experiences of almost all involved with clinicallife_ That is, not only must the ethicist 

reflectively pa仕icipate in the actual circumstances, but where necessary for clarity and 

understanding, she or he should initiate discussion of the clinical questions and uncertainties 

at hand 

Thus, one implication here is that, in these clinical situations, it is not only what 

physicians experience, what nurses go through, or even the legitimate focus on what patients 

and their families experience_ What becomes equally fascinating and significant are the 

experiences the ethics consultant goes through _ It would seem peculi前， if during a process 

of consultation an ethics consultant would encounter such signi訂閱nt and sensitive 

mat!ers-such as what makes life worthwhile-and not undergo some real, actual contact with 

those cruci訓， human questions at the same time 

In that context, it may be helpful to consider that throughout his writings on clinical 

ethi凶， Richard Zaner's stance is that to be concerned about ethics in clinical si!uations means 

to recognize the unavoidable necessity of undergoing the disquiet and hardship of 

self-reflection and deliberation about what one believes is most precious, most hoped for, and 

m口st worthwhile in life_ To come into clinical circumstances as an ethics consultant, he says, 

"is not only to be a reminder of that need for deliberation about deeply serious issues, but it is 

also to serve as an affirmation of that need and the significance of those issues and the 

profound feelings they evoke" [25: 147] 

Quite often an ethics consultant becomes involved with a conversational 

exploration of mat!ers that frequently prove “very difficult to get to and discuss, much less to 

figure out what course of action seems most congruent with their respective beliefs" [25: 148] 

The real need is to find ways to talk about “this core of what is held to be most worthwhile as 

fully and fairly as circumstances permit" [25: 26-27]_ On the pa吋 of the ethics consultant 

there thus needs to be a “concerted, focused effort to hear and, perhaps, even help" give t。

these other individuals “their needed moral voice and [the] courage to hear themselves in their 

own telling , as they are encouraged to probe ever more deeply into their own lives and 

circumstances and, ultimate旬， to take responsibility for what must be done and lived with" [24 

272] 

Here the ethicist also encounters tensions that relate directly to ethical concerns about 

respect and harm_ An ethicist is confronted with these considerations about respect and 

harm especially in regard to those persons he is trying to help_ It is precisely in this context 

that core questions about responsibility occur for the individual ethicist him- or herself, as well 

as in his or her relationship with those others_ Returning to Meyer's idea about "balancing," 

the whole thrust of such observations it to make clear this crucial implication : being 

responsible pe悶ains to how the pa鬥icular individual serving as “ ethics consultant" understands 

not only roles and prevalent expectati日ns ， but his or her reflective self-understanding while 

aClually consulling (that is, what the consultant really does and says while talking, listening, 
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question呵， and responding-as well as where, when , why, with whom, forwhat reason, and 

so on). The point here is that 什equently within institutions there are persistent confusions 

about the ro/e of ethics consu/tation within an institution and the general 目:pectations for the actua/ 

elhics consultanl who might fulfill that role in particular circumstances 

~3. Institutional roles, individual activities 

In order to help others faced with both the limits of their present circumstances and with 

the necessity of making at times agonizing decisions implicated in those actual circumstances, 

it seems evident that the ethics consultant should be an actu訓 ， if only partial and temporary, 

participant in that situation. In that role as ethics consultant, therefore, ethics consultants 

experience the complexities of clinical situations and leam by interacting with 

them---especially by sensitive Iistening and alert observations. Such leaming, moreover, is 

fostered by the efforts of trying to identify and possibly revise ce祖in presumptions and 

activities, all the while reflectively considering whether or not, and how, the situations change 

in those interactions. But what of ethics consultation within an institution? Does that 

位:p/anation of what ethics consultants do legitimate the institutional role? Much of what has 

been suggested so far hinges on the distinction that must be made here between ro/e 

responsibilities and being responsible in the activity of ethics consultation 

First, as a responsible participant, even if only a partial and temporary participant in the 

actual clinical situation, the ethics consultant must be able to account for his or her own 

substantive commitments as one component for being responsive to concerns that arise in 

that actual clinical situation. Responsibility, then , in the practice of clinical ethics consultation, 

is always generated in that moral scope of the consultant's activities. However, when 

administrative bodies establish goals for an eth ics consultation service, independent of what 

the consultant thinks of those goals, the consultant, by adopting the ro/e of ethics consullanl 

within the institution, nevertheless acquires a different sort of accountability regarding those 

goals. As a result, confusions can readily occur in the overlap of meaning in the 

characterizations of ethics consultation: at times the tem丸 "ethics consultation," refers to the 

role of ethics consultation (both regarding its line of au的or砂 and its 戶nclion within an 

institution), while at other time丸 "ethics consultation" refers to Ihe aclivities actually pursued 

w~le acting under the aegis of that institutional ro/e 

This kind of overlap and dual meaning can, and 什equently does, create persistent 

so也 of c口的sions and tensions between the role of ethics cons ultation for the ins 
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In light of this kind of distinction, another relevant issue is revealed: if the propriety 

of the present standards for clinical routines and forms of practice-including now ethics 

consultation- is asserted without examining the beliefs, attitudes, choices, preferences, and 

tastes that purportedly ground such standards, then ethics consultation risks becoming 

another way to manage the detrimental symptoms of these ready-made meanings 

Fu口hermore ， in that context the liability related to concerns about authority-or even 

expe吋ise-is not so much that ethics consultants consciously impose their values on patien怡，

but that their normative judgments made in the role of "ethics consultanf may well become so 

taken for granted that these likewise become taken merely as ready-made rules to follow in an 

institutionally standardized role for ethics consultation 

F口r example, pursuing and engaging in clinical conversations of the so吋 entailed here, 

as a disciplined practice, raises a point of ethical significance: to pursue and engage in such 

conversations, one must adopt a perspective that values the experience of the others and 

sees the need to give an account of the others' experience in decision making. Beliefs 

regarding human uniqueness, quality of Ii怡， respect for persons, privacy, and the moral fabric 

of society can all come into play. And, for most of people it is not easy to look into their own 

basic sense of “worth" that has become challenged by the potential outcomes of illness, injury, 

disability and dying. Clinical inquiry into these matters illustrates the sensitive character of 

ethical investigation into suppressed meanings - whether these are denied or consciously 

hidden 一 into sublimated limitations to communication, and even failures in understanding 

What can result raises a key point of ethical significance: such inquiry-the activity of 

attempting to uncover and identify the assumptions and values expressed in the 

situation-may no l be valued by the others 

The complex, clinical form of this question is as follows: Is it more harmful or beneficial 

to identify and articulate crucial factors inherent to the core meanings and values voiced by a 

particular individual , crucial factors that the ethics consultant can see have remained 

unspoken, and possibly unacknowledged, and perhaps unimagined [5]? What if those 

others-as is the tendency of many-would rather not examine themselves in that focus of 

t 

~4. The expe吋ence of being responsible 

As a result of these kinds of questions, an ethics consultant must be quite skilled in 

making judgments about both the timing and the content of the questions he or she pursues, 

so as to account for clinical tendencies, prejudices, and power relations already present in the 

situation-including those brought about by the ethics consultant's involvement, which may 

include that consultant's own pre-judgments. At the layer of institutional expectations and 

discussions, raising questions about the cultural , social, economic, political, and moral 
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assumptions that underlie the clinical relationships in the institution is one primary means of 

uncovering such biases. But th阻 presents additional complications, because in raising such 

questions about these relationships一relationships that perhaps contribute to the specific 

problem that prompts a request for ethics consultation in the first place-一the ethics consultant 

may appear naive in the taken for granted ways and routines of the institution 

The significance of this point is that the ethics consultant, as the pe陷。n "who has to 

place in question nearly everything that seems to be unquestionable to the members of the 

approached group," is likely to be considered a stranger [6; 14: g61, which might raise doubts 

about loyalty and whether such an individual can be trusted with what are considered 

important and delicate interests embedded in both the political and clinical economies of an 

institution. And yet, precisely by not taking for granted such assumptions and interests, the 

ethics consultant may find and describe di軒erent features of relationships present in the 

situation, as a way to bring into sharper focus issues that may require additional explanation 

and action 

Furthermore, in those activities, clinical ethics consultants attempt to locate the 

continually shifting balance among the aims, goals, desires, hopes, illusions, and so on, of the 

many individuals contributing to the complex relationships that compose clinical situations. In 

that ever-changing balance the ethicist attempts to make explicit what is most deeply 

cherished and worthwhile for those individuals , with the intention that it may inform what they 

are willing to live with in the aftermath of their decisions 

The second and more extensive point is this: if ethics consultants do not articulate and 

rigorously examine-that 悶， if they do not hold up for inspection and test- 'such influential 

pre-suppositions, crucial fact。悶， core meanings, values and beliefs, and so on, including his 

or her own, then what is left of "ethics" and responsibility? 

An ethics consultant, then, when going into a situation, needs both to anticipate multiple 

frames of reference, including his or her own, and to be prepared to explo悶， actively, the 

alternative notions that arise, notions and attitudes that may be divergent from those 

anticipated. As well , each consultant must pay careful attention to the characteristics of his or 

her own choices and the way in which those choices place that individual in a network of 

concems that she or he is participating in and learning about 

And finally, the ethics consultant must distinguish the achievement-orientation 

associated with fulfilling responsibility within a role from being responsible. For the former will 

always be couched with in the complex frames of institutionalization and 

professionalisrr←→mpo前ant factors, to be sure, but factors inherently concerned with 

standardization and boundaries reflective of given norms. Being responsible, on the other 

hand, reflects a more open-ended character in which the basis for choosing 悶， in the moment 

of choosing, partial and incomplete, even while propelling one into the next moment 
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